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Diesel Engines

W H Y B U Y O U R VA LV E ?
Our rst prototype was a motor driven unit.
We built test units, and found some troubling problems:
- The electric motors are brush type and generate sparks (open
ignition source) when valve is activated. The electric motor is slow
to close causing engine to backre...another open ignition source.
We considered this concept after being approached by some of our
clients to build a testable auto reset system that was not susceptible
to altitude or temperature.
We found 75% wear on the driven gear in a very short time.
- The gear drives available have a metal pinion gear and plastic/nylon
driven gears. Due to engine harmonics (vibration) the pinion gear wears
out the four teeth on the driven gear where they contact each other.
- Once this happens, the buttery plate will not close all the way,
resulting in air leakage and engine will not shut down.
- Carbon contamination from brush wear on the motor contributed
to the excessive wear (carbon is an abrasive material) as well as
coating the contacts on the lid causing poor conductivity.
WE QUICKLY DISCOUNTED THIS METHOD FOR OUR VALVES!
Some of the other manufacturers are still pursuing this method and
some are even using the OEM throttle body valve and attempting to
turn it into a positive air shutoff valve.
This is not what this valve was designed for!
It is not a positive air shutoff valve and is only to be used at high idle
(approximately 1200 rpm) not at full throttle or over speed situations.
By interrupting the OEM factory harness and re-purposing
the factory throttle valve, the OEM has the right to refuse
any computer controlled device warranty.
This valve has the same problems that our prototypes had,
compounded by using it as a dual purpose valve!
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